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Oh no. My gut microbiome 
got a virus infection 
The role of bacteriophages in the gut – and their 
potential use for gut microbiome manipulation
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Why all the fuzz about our gut microbiome?
• The fuzz about our gut microbiome (GM) started with some obese mice 18 years ago

• Shortly after it was shown that the obese GM has an increased capacity for energy harvest

• And that the obese phenotype is transferable with the GM

• If GM imbalance => Disease? Can we then alleviate disease via GM manipulation?
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Bacteria, bacteria, bacteria... 
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Damn! My gut microbiome got virus-infected…

As much as 5.8% of stool 
DNA
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My gut microbiome got virus-infected…
• There is more to the gut microbiota than ”just” bacteria

• Parasites, fungi, archea…

• And viruses!

• In short (bacterio)phages are viruses attacking bacteria in a host 
specific manner

• Phages are probably the most ”numerous” biological entity on 
Earth

• Rather under-studied in the gut
• Ratio prokaryotes:phages ≈ 1:1 in the human gut 

(probably...)

• (Most likely) they play important roles in:
• Shaping/maintaining the gut microbiota
• Gut microbiota dysbiosis leading to certain diseases
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Phages and phage life cycles
Reyes et al. (2012). Nat. Rev. Microbiol.

Kill-the-winner dynamics
(imagine “lions and 
gazelles on the savannah”)

Piggyback-the-winner dynamics
(“ride with the winner” + make the 
winner a winner)
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Phages and gut related disease? 

• 2008 first study linking phages and gut microbiome dysbiosis-related disease

• IBD flares associated with increased phages/virus numbers in the gut

• So perhaps we should study them?

Lepage et al. (2008), Gut, 57:424-425
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Phages and non-host derived immunity – a model

A first line of 
defence in 
the period 
after birth? 
(and later)?

• Phage-
bacteria ratio 
in the gut 
lumen 1:1

• Phage-
bacteria ratio 
in mucus 
10:1
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Back to start: Infant gut microbiome development
Around birth 3-4 years of age

Bifidobacterium
Enterococcus
Escherichia

Adult-like GM, 
mainly obligate 
anaerobes

Weaning
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Infant gut virome establishment

• Virus counts low at birth, 
increase with time

• Ratio bacteria:VLPs (virus 
like particles) ≈ 1:1

• Viral richness increase with 
age (0, 1 and 4 months of 
age)
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Infant gut virome composition 

• The infant gut is home to an immense phage 
diversity

• 649 Danish infants, 1 year of age
• More than 10000 viral species identified

• Belonging to a total of 248 viral families, 232 
previously not described

• Some with very high (+85%) prevalence

• Virulent phages more abundant, while 
prophages are more diverse and widespread 
in the infant gut
• Virulent phages: Kill-the-winner
• Prophages: Likely from constant prophage 

induction in prophage carrying bacteria
Nature Microbiology, accepted for publication
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Factors influencing gut virome colonization during the first 
year of life

• Up till 4 months breast feeding vs. formula strong factor (Liang et al., 
2020, Nature)

• At one year of age the most significant factors (among 649 Danish 
infants, 1 year of age):

Zhang et al., manuscript in prep
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Early life virome patterns associate with preschool asthma

The 1-year of age gut virome of children that develop asthma before the age 
of 6 years has (compared to children, that do not develop asthma) (n = 649)
• Higher fraction of temperate phages
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Early life virome patterns associate with preschool asthma

The 1-year of age gut virome of children that develop asthma before the age 
of 6 years has (n = 649)
• A different composition of the temperate virome
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Leal-Rodriguez et al., 
manuscript in prep

Aitchison distance, Family level
PERMANOVA



The gut virome is not (only) a mirror of the              
bacteriome
• Previously a high-risk (for asthma) bacterial profile has                             

been identified in the same cohort (Stokholm et al., 2018)
• Similarily a “high risk virome” profile can be identified

• High risk bacteriome + high risk virome = Twice the asthma incidence compared to “low-low” risk profile

Leal-Rodriguez et al., 
manuscript in prep

Virome

Bacteriome

Preschool 
asthma

OR=1.36 (1.13,1.65), 
P=0.001

r=0.36
P<0.001

Proportion mediated:
25% (P=0.036)



The adult gut virome

• 10 adults sampled monthly over 1 year
• Pretty stable
• Very individual!
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Core phages

• A number of phages (contigs) are consistently found in the gut 
microbiome of the same subject (“core” to that person)

• These “core phages” account for a large fraction of the virome
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Core phages

• The community of “personal core phages” is individual (and stable)
• While the community of transient (/non-core) phages is more random

Based on core-phages Based on non-core-phages
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Do not lose your core – this also goes for your gut phages!
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Phages and inflammatory bowel disease – a vicious cycle?

• Flares of IBD are associated with reduced gut bacterial diversity
• This seems to be preceded by (or at least coincide with) increased 

temperate phage diversity
• Mechanism?
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Phages and inflammatory bowel disease – a vicious cycle?

• Phages activate IFN-gamma mediated immune responses via TLR9
• IFN-gamma stresses bacteria carrying temperate phages
• Prophage induction => more phages, more IFN-gamma...
• Interestingly, we have identified a TLR9 SNP seemingly linked       

with asthma risk
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Gut phage/gut virome dysbiosis and disease

Non-exhaustive list of disease where gut phage/virome dysbiosis is (at least) 
correlated to disease development

• Type 1 diabetes
• Type 2 diabetes
• Crohns disease
• Colitis
• Severe acute malnutrition
• Colorectal cancer

• Coronary heart disease
• Hypertension
• Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease
• Necrotizing enterocolitis (in 

preterm infants)
• Cirrhosis
• Rheumatoid arthritis
• ...
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A hypothesis

• Loss (/alterations) of the core virome makes the GM less resilient to 
perturbation increasing the risk of GM dysbiosis related disease

• (And the positive version: A stable core gut virome increase GM resilience 
to perturbation and thus GM dysbiosis related disease)

• What to do if you “lost” your core virome?
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Faecal transplant has become pretty hot shit…
• Now standard treatment for recurrent Clostridium difficile infections in 

Denmark and numerous other countries
• If antibiotics does not work FMT has a success rate of ≈ 90-95%

• A way to “strengthen the core”? 
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(Slightly) refined FMT: Fecal Virome Transplant 

• The positive of faecal transplant on 
C. difficile can also be achieved 
without bacteria

• Fecal filtrate (0.45 μm filter)
• Contains bacteriophages + 

metabolites etc.
• Proof of principle study. 5/5 cured. 
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Saving mice from obesity and type 2 diabetes (T2D) by fecal 
virome transfer (FVT)

Obese
mouse

Lean mouse

Alter GM with 
FVT from lean

donor

Obesity is causally linked with GM dysbiosis
• Can we alleviate the dysbiosis and reverse the phenotype?
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Study design

Virome
extracted 
from lean, 
adult mice



Effect of FVT on DIO mice 6 weeks post treatment

• FVT treated high fat fed mice gained ≈15% less weight than sham-treated high fat fed 
mice

• And their blood sugar metabolism is normalised

• Gut bacterial and gut virome composition, blood metabolome, liver gene expression 
etc. changed with HF+FVT mice becoming ≈ LF (control) mice
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At 6 weeks post-treatment:
HF-FVT vs. LF: 
adj. p-value = 0.9648
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One example: Altered gene expression after FVT
• qPCR-based in house gene expression array focussing on obesity, 

metabolic syndrome and T2D
• Liver and ileum

Ffar2IleumLF
HF+FVT
HF

Free fatty acid receptor (Ffar2): 
Ffar2  leptin production

Ffar2  GLP-1  glucose homeostasis  GLP-1 enhance 
insulin production

Ffar2  regulate whole-body homeostasis  adipogenesis 
+ lipid storage

Ffar2  reacts on SCFA levels (metabolome+ levels of SCFA 
producers)



Preterm birth (week 26-30ish) and gastrointestinal tract challenges

• Immature GI tract, immature organs

• Often limited access to mothers milk

• Extensive use of antibiotics etc.
• ≈5-10% of Very Low Birthweight (VLBW) infants 

develop Necrotizing Enterocolitis (NEC)

Day 3    4     6    8     9  10  12   14  15  16  17  19  25  39  

n=58 infants, 
922 samples
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Fecal microbiota transplant to preterms

• Faecal microbiota transplant (FMT) has proven very efficient for treating 
Clostridium difficile associated diarrhoea in adults

• Here we tested the efficacy of FMT to prevent NEC in preterm piglets
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What if we do FMT without the bacteria??
• Fecal filtrate transfer (FFT) of “sterile-filtered” colon content from 

healthy, term piglet vs. FMT (same donor) and Control (no treatment)
• Oral FFT => Lowered NEC incidence + improved intestinal barrier
• Pronounced reduction of mucosa-associated Klebsiella + other 

Enterobacteriaceae (remains high in lumen)
• Possibly FFT phages bind to mucus and provide non-host derived immunity?

• A prophylactic treatment for NEC in preterms?
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To sum up
• Along with bacteria, viruses (incl. phages) colonize the infant gut right after birth

• Both eukaryotic and prokaryotic viruses

• Diet and other environmental factors influence this process

• Via e.g. kill-the-winner and piggyback-the-winner dynamics, they influence bacterial gut 
colonization and activity

• Gut virome imbalance (might) play a role in disease development (IBD, NEC etc.)

• Fecal virome transfer (FVT) has potential as prophylactic treatment of metabolic 
syndrome, NEC (and other GM dysbiosis-linked diseases)

• But some (many) questions remain:
• By doing FFT, we do not run the risk of transferring pathogenic bacteria 
• Bacteriophages needs a bacterial host – should posses no danger either
• But what about the eukaryotic viruses (we carry a lot – and for many we do not know what 

they do...)?
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Work in progress – Transfer of faecal viromes depleted in 
eukaryotic (/human) viruses
• Most bacteriophages are non-enveloped DNA-viruses
• Most eukaryotic viruses are enveloped RNA-viruses
• Three different methods for depleting faecal viromes for enveloped/RNA-

viruses tested (lots of optimization!)
• Solvent/detergent (inactivate enveloped viruses)
• Chemostat propagation (deplete non-phage viruses)
• Pyronin treatment (inactivates RNA-viruses)

• The resulting viromes were tested as treatment against C. difficile infection 
in a mouse model

Rasmussen et al., manuscript in prep.
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Transfer of faecal viromes depleted in eukaryotic viruses

Solvent-detergent treated

“Untreated” FVT 

Sham (no treatment)

Kaplan-Meier survival plot

Rasmussen et al., manuscript in prep.
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